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1 About this User Guide
Thank you for choosing ZYCOO MX500 SIP paging and intercom system!
This user guide is intended for the system administrator, who will install, configure and manage
the paging and intercom system.
This user guide doesn't cover the hardware installation instructions of the MX500 system. For
hardware installations please refer to the quick installation guide packed together with the
MX500 appliance.
If you have further questions about the installation or configuration, please contact ZYCOO
support team. For more information, please visit www.zycoo.com.

2 Introduction
MX500 is an intelligent IP public address and intercom server based on open SIP standards. By
utilizing IP networks, the MX500 provides a flexible solution that can address many application
requirements across various industries and areas. Features such as scheduled zone PA, live
announcements, emergency alert, emergency calling, emergency intercom and dual-channel HD
background music are all available within the server when combined with the SIP paging
gateways.
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3 Admin Login
The default IP of MX500 WAN port is 192.168.1.100, and default IP of LAN port is 192.168.10.100.
Please enter the default URL of WAN port “https://192.168.1.100” or enter URL of LAN port
“https://192.168.10.100” into the browser address bar to access its Web interface.
Now you should be noticed by a security warning.

Please click on “ADVANCED”-> “Proceed to xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx (unsafe)” to enter the login interface
of the Paging and Intercom system.

Default user name for system administrator is “Admin”, and the default password is “admin”.
Another user name is for dispatcher user, system administrator could manage the password of
the dispatcher user. For system security, after the first login, please modify the default passwords
for both users. Please refer to 9.1 Users.
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4 Status
4.1 System Status
After login, you’ll first be directed to the system status page. You can view the system info and
status on this page.

In the USB info section, you can see the USB storage info only when USB drive has been attached
to the USB port of the MX500, otherwise it will display “Not Detected”.
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4.2 Endpoint Status
You may check all endpoints’ status on the Endpoints Status page. If there is no endpoint number
has been created, no data will be displayed on this page.

The endpoints' status could be viewed by categories, on the top of the endpoint list page you
may choose to display specific type of endpoints by selecting a category. Besides, you may also
view the endpoint list by PA zone.
For an online endpoint device, click its IP address and you can jump to the corresponding Web
GUI for Network Setting, device info, etc. For details about endpoint device Web GUI, please refer
to user manual guide of each device.
Notice:
A phone number can be registered on two diffent IP phones at the same time, and the IP address
column will show the IP addresses of the two phones. But for each of the PA endpoint numbers
and intercom numbers could only be registered by one endpoint device. The last register will
override the previous register, IP address column will show the IP of the last registered endpoint
device.
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5 Numbering
5.1 Extensions
The extension numbers of the PA endpoint devices, the intercom endpoint devices and the IP
phones are added, edited, and deleted under the Numbering->Extension page. You may manage
the PA Extensions, intercom extensions and IP Phone extensions on this screen.

5.1.1 PA Extensions
PA extensions need to be created for the PA endpoint devices before you can create PA zones for
live announcements, speed-dial PA, scheduled PA and background music as well.
Please click on

button to add a PA extension number or click on

button to add

bulk PA extension numbers.



Extension: set the extension number for PA extension.



Password: you may use the system automatically generated random password which
consists of letters, numbers and special characters, or you may use a self-defined password,
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but please ensure the password is strong enough. For bulk added extensions, if you use a
self-defined password, all extension will be using the same password.


Name: specify a name for PA endpoint device.



Description: enter some other info.



Audio Codecs: The audio codecs which are supported by the MX500 paging and intercom
system. The priority of the audio codecs to be used is from the top of list to the bottom, if
you want to adjust the priority of the audio codecs you may drag them up or down to adjust
the priority.

5.1.2 Intercom Extensions
On the Numbering->Extension->Intercom Extension page, it lists all the extension numbers of
intercom devices that have been added. If no intercom device added before, there is no data in
the list.
To add an intercom extension number, please click on the
add bulk extensions.
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button or

button to



Accept Broadcast: If you want this intercom device to be able to receive broadcast, you may
enable this option. When it's enabled, you may add this intercom device to PA zone for live
announcements, speed-dial PA and background music, same as the PA devices can do. Only
if intercom call is made from this intercom device, the broadcast will be terminated on this
device.

The other properties are the same as PA extensions. Please refer to the previous section.

5.1.3 IP Phone Extensions
IP phones are used for receiving intercom calls, making live announcements, internal calling, etc.
The IP phone extension numbers may not need to be registered on IP phones only, they may also
be registered from a SIP microphone for live announcements.
To add an IP phone extension number, please click on the
add bulk extensions.
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button or

button to



Start Extension: enter the start extension number.



Count: specify the number of IP phone extensions to be added, starting with the Start
Extension number.



Password: If you leave password blank it will generate random passwords for the bulk added
extensions, if you specify a password here all extension will share the same password.



Description: add other info if needed.



Recording: the intercom, internal call and live announcements of this IP phone can be
recorded if enabled this feature.



Video Call: enable or disable video call. Please ensure the device supports video call before
enabling this option.



Audio Codecs: The audio codecs which are supported by the MX500 paging and intercom
system. The priority of the audio codecs to be used is from the top of list to the bottom, if
you want to adjust the priority of the audio codecs you may drag them up or down to adjust
the priority.

The added IP phone extensions will be listed on the IP phone extensions page.

The Dispatcher Extension in the upper right corner is the IP extension number used by the
dispatcher user. You can use this IP extension or device to initiate live announcements on the
dispatcher Web GUI.
The Quick Register Code is a 3-digit number automatically generated by the system for phone
provisioning. (For details about phone provisioning, please refer to Phone Provisioning.)
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5.2 Auto Provisioning
By utilizing PNP, MX500 paging and intercom system is able to automatically discover IP phones
and SIP paging gateways connected in the same LAN. By configuring the discovered IP phones
and SIP paging gateways from the MX500 web UI you may quickly provision a large amount of IP
phones and SIP paging gateways without knowing the IP address and them, or opening their web
UI.
First, you need to connect all the IP phones and SIP paging gateways to the same local network
and ensure the IP address of the endpoints and the IP address of the MX500 are in the same
network segment.
Then enable PNP and click on

button, this page will list all the endpoints discovered.

On the example above, there are 4 units of X30, a H83 and a H81/H81P IP phones.
Due to the different automatic configuration of the PA and phone, the following describes their
automatic configuration separately.
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5.2.1 PA/Intercom Provisioning
We will take X30 SIP paging gateway as an example to introduce the configurations.
You may identify the X30 SIP gateway by its Mac address, please click on the

button to

configure it.



Device Type: select the device type according to the usage of this device.



Extension: the Device Type determines which extension numbers could be used.



Audio Output Mode: set the audio output interface of the paging/intercom device.



Volume Input: if this is an intercom device, you may set the microphone input volume here.



Volume Output: set the Spesker or Handset audio output volume level.



Auto Answer: set the auto answer timing of the terminal devices with SIP calling (live
announcemenet or intercom). Not applicable to the background music.



Intercom Key1: set the first intercom target number.



Intercom Key2: set the second intercom target number.



GPIO Dial: you may set the X30 SIP paging gateway to automically dial a speed-dial PA
number when the sensor attched for the IO interface had been triggered.

After clicking Save, the status column shows configured. Select the device you just configured
and click

. When the notice “Reboot Selected Devices?” is displayed, click
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“Yes”. After rebooting the selected devices will be configured and in the status column will now
show Activated.

5.2.2 Phone Provisioning
Phone Provisioning methods including Quick Register Code and PNP Provisioning.

5.2.2.1 PNP Provisioning
In the MX500 SIP Paging and Intercom system, PNP Provisioning can also scan ZYCOO IP phones
H81/H81P and H83 in addition to scanning the X30 SIP paging gateways.

You can only configure the extension number of H81. H83 can be configured with extension
number, Greeting Words, DSS keys, Call Waiting, etc. Here, we will take H83 configuration as an
example.
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Click on the

button of a H83 IP phone, and then the popup window of phone editing will

display.

H83 has 4 SIP lines and you can register 4 different extension numbers.
User-customizable greetings are used to display on the phone screen. Enable Call Waiting to
allow user to take second incoming, if disabled it will return a busy signal to the second call when
the user is busy on the phone.



Keys: there are 7 DSS keys corresponded to the LCD display to provided dynamic
Line/DSS/BLD functions up to four pages at virtualized total 28 DSS keys.



Type: set the function of the DSS key to be BLF key or speed dial key.



Name: set the display name of the key on the LCD screen.



Value: if the DSS key has been set to be BLF then fill in the extension number to be
monitored; if the DSS key has been set to be speed-dial key then fill in the speed-dial
number here.
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Line: select a SIP line which will be used by this DSS key.



Sub Type: the subtype of BLF key.



Pickup Code: if the DSS key has been set to BLF, you may define the pickup code for picking
up incoming calls of the monitored extension. When the monitored extension gets an
incoming call the DSS key LED will indicate in red, by pressing the key you can pick up the
incoming call for that extension. The Pickup Code should be **801, ** is the pickup code,
801 is the extension number to be monitored.

If the endpoint you are deploying is not yet connected to the LAN, you can manually add them to
the paging and intercom system. After the device is connected to the LAN, it can be automatically
configured.
Please click on the

button and enter the relevant setting info about the device in the

pop up dialog.



Device Type: select whether the added device is an IP phone or a SIP paging gateway.



Model: select the model of device. If you choose IP Phone on Device Type field, you can
select H81/H81P or H83 here. If you choose PA Devices on Device Type field, you can select
X30, iX100 or iX200 here.



MAC Address: accurately fill in the corresponding MAC address of the device.



IP Address: optionally you may enter the device IP address.

Submit the configuration after completing the above settings. After the endpoint is connected to
the network, it will be automatically configured.
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5.2.2.2 Quick Register Code
Quick Register Code is a 3-digit code that can be viewed in Numbering->Extensions->IP Phone
Extensions page.
After the phone is powered on, the user will be noticed by language selection on the phone
screen first. After language is set, you’ll “Auto Provisioning” notice on the phone screen, as
shown in the following figure:

H81/H81P quick register code provision screen

H83 quick register code provision screen

Now you press View button and enter a Quick Register Code of a desired extension number and
press Start.

H81/H81P quick register code provision screen
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H83 quick register code provision screen

Once Start pressed, it will go back to the default phone screen, and the phone will start to
download configurations from the paging and intercom system in the background, it will take 10
to 20 seconds, then the phones will reboot, after rebooting the phones will then be configured
and ready for phone calls.
Notice:
Quick Register Code is only used to configure only one extension number on the CooFone
H81/H81P and H83 IP phones. DSS keys are also unable to be configured.

5.3 PA Zone
Each PA zone has a zone number, this number could be dialed from the IP phone extensions or
SIP microphone to give a live announcements.
Please click on the

buton to create a new PA Zone.
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Zone Extension: the PA zone number could be dialed to make a live announcement.



Name: specify the name of this PA zone.



Description: fill in some additional information for the PA zone if needed.



Select Endpoints: select PA endpoints for the PA zone, the same PA device could be included
in different PA zones.

6 Audio
6.1 Background Music
On the Audio->Background Music page, audio files can be uploaded and managed in audio folder
basis.
Please ensure different type/usage audio files are uploaded to different audio folders.
For example:
1. Background music should be uploaded to a dedicated folder;
2. School bell sounds audio should be uploaded to another dedicated folder even if it’s a single
audio file, as when you are creating a scheduled PA for school bell, you’ll have to choose an
individual folder for the scheduled PA task. (For more details of scheduled PA please refer to
Scheduled PA.)
3. Alarm sounds could be uploaded to separate folders or could be uploaded to a same folder,
as when you creating speed-dial PA, you’ll have to locate an audio folder and then select an
individual audio file. (Speed-dial PA is usually used as emergency alert/alarm, for more
details please refer to Speed-dial PA.)
Audio files/folders are uploaded and managed as below.
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To create a new audio folder, please click on the

button.

To upload audio files to an audio folder, please click on the

button. The supported

audio file format is MP3. After uploading a new audio file, the MX500 paging and intercom
system will convert its rate for better audio quality, so it will take a little while of each uploading.

6.2 Indication Tone
The indication tone can be used to play before a PA begins to draw the public attention.

Click on the

button to replace the existing indication tone if needed, the duration of

the indication tone should best be 2 to 5 seconds. Only audio format MP3 is currently supported.
You can select enable or disable the indication tone playback on the Application Scenarios
module.

If enable Indicate Scheduled PA, the indication tone will play before each Scheduled PA begins.
If enable Indicate Live Announcements, before a live announcements begins, the speaker and
the paging devices can all hear the indication tone, after the tone, the speaker can make a live
announcement.
If enable Indicate Speed-dial PA, the indication tone will play before a speed-dial PA begins.
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7 Public Address
7.1 Scheduled PA
Timetables allow public addresses to be scheduled quickly and easily across days and weeks and
then assigned to specific PA zones for scheduled announcements, bells, etc.

7.1.1 Timetables
Before creating a scheduled PA task, you should first create a timetable for this task, the
timetable should include all time points you wish the PA to begin or end.
Click on



button to add a new timetable.

Routine: the routine of the scheduled tasks, if “Once” then the task will only be executed
once on the date when it started, if “Daily” then the task will be executed every day from
the start date to end date, if “Weekly” then the task will be executed on the specific days of
the week you have configured on the timetable.



Start Date: set the start date of timetable to take effect.



End Date: set the end date of this timetable, if the routine type is “Once”, then an end date
is not required.
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Start Time: the start time of the scheduled PA task, you may set up multiple time blocks in a
timetable, the start time of the next time block should not be earlier than the previous time
block’s end time.



End Time: the end time of the scheduled PA task, if end time is not specified, the task will
end until all audio files exhausted in the audio folder, for example, a school bell may be too
short to set an end time, so the PA (bell) will end when the single bell sound audio is played.

7.1.2 Scheduled PA Tasks
After completing the timetable, you can create a scheduled PA task.
Click on the

button to create a new scheduled PA task.



PA Zone: the PA zones of the scheduled tasks which are applied to.



Audio: the audio folder to be used by the scheduled tasks.



Play Mode: if there are multiple audio files in the selected audio folder, you may set the play
mode as Random of Order. If there’s only one file, then the play mode doesn’t matter.



Timetable: the timetable of the scheduled task.

7.2 Live Announcement
There are two ways to achieve live announcements. The first one is by dialing the PA endpoint
number or PA zone number. The other way of implementing live announcement is on the
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dispatcher Web portal. Please refer to dispatcher user guide for the live announcement via
dispatcher user portal.

7.2.1 Zone Based Live Announcements
By dialing a PA zone number from an authorized IP phone extension, you can initiate a zone
based live announcement.

If Password Protection is applied, the MX500 SIP paging and intercom system will prompt you to
enter the password before delivering the live announcement. If password protection is not set,
you can initiate the live announcement directly.
Only those IP phones that are in the Authorized Extension list can dial the PA zone number to
make a live announcement.
Click Add button to add a new authorized extension.

As shown in the above picture, after clicking Save, the extension 304 can dial the PA zone number
to initiate zone based live announcements.
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7.2.2 Extension Based Live Announcements
By dialing a PA endpoint number you may initiate extension based live announcements. It’s the
same as you make a zone based live announcements, the IP phone extensions have be added to
authorized extension list before they can dial a PA endpoint number.

7.3 Speed-dial PA
Speed-dial PA could be used as emergency alert. You may set up auto triggered emergency alert
by attaching sensors to the GPIO of the X30 paging gateway, once those sensors are triggered it
will automatically dial the pre-configured Speed-dial PA code to activate emergency alert. Or you
may dial the Speed-dial PA code directly from the IP phone or pre-configured intercom key to
activate emergency alert. Alternatively, you may activate or deactivate a speed-dial PA from the
dispatcher’s console.

Click on the

button to create speed-dial PA.
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PA Code: PA code should be dialed on the IP phone or pre-configured as X30 GPIO dial
number or intercom number.



Terminal Code: dial the corresponding termination code of an activated speed-dial PA to
terminate the emergency alert.



Enable: set the available status of the speed-dial PA, only the available speed-dial PA could
be dialed to activate emergency alert.



PA Zone: the PA zone of the speed-dial PA is applied to.



Audio File: the alert sounds of the speed-dial PA, it plays a single audio file, unlike the
schedule PA which plays audio files of an audio folder.

Only those endpoint devices that are in the “Authorized Extension” list can dial the PA
code/termination code to initiate/terminate a speed-dial PA.
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8 Reports
8.1 Paging & Intercom
Administrator user can view all MX500 system call logs, paging logs, conference logs, intercom
logs and background music records (executed by dispatcher user from dispatcher’s web portal)
on the Reports->Paging & Intercom page.

You may enter some key words to search according to key words. Or select the condition in the
Categories drop down list, such as live announcements, speed-dial PA, conferences and Phone
calls to search.
If you want to download the results, please click

or

, the file will

be download to your computer in CSV format. You can open this file by using MS Excel.
For those phone calls, intercom calls, live announcements which had been recorded, there will be
a play button and download button at the end of this record. You may playback the recording
directly on the web interface by clicking on the
recording file in WAV format.
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button or

butto to download the

8.2 System Logs
On the system logs page, you can view all logs including admin, dispatcher and endpoints’
activities. The system logs can be used to analyze system operation or to troubleshoot system
anomalies.

If you want to download the results, please click

or

, the file will

be downloaded to your computer in CSV format. You can open this file by using MS Excel.
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9 System Settings
9.1 Users
For security precautions, please change the admin and dispatcher user passwords regularly from
the System Setting->Users page.

Notice:
The passwords of admin and dispatcher user should be at least 6 characters and please use the
combination of digits, letters and symbols.

9.2 Network Settings
9.2.1 Network Profiles
The MX500 SIP paging and intercom system network profiles could be changed to fit your own
local network environment.

The WAN network interface of MX500 could be configured to work in Static IP. As all the IP
25

phones, SIP paging gateways will communicate with the paging and intercom system through this
IP address.
On WAN port, gateway and DNS could be configured so the MX500 could have Internet access, as
a result, SIP trunking and remote extensions could work.
As for LAN, it’s only used when you don’t want the paging and intercom system to have Internet
access.

Default IP on LAN port is 192.168.10.100, you may change this IP but LAN IP should NOT be in the
same network segment as WAN port.
If your paging and intercom system is behind NAT, and if remote extension is needed, you have to
configure NAT for remote extension to work.

Fill in your public IP or domain in the Address field.
Background music via multicast only works in the same LAN with the paging and intercom
system.

The default Multicast Address of paging and intercom system is 224.0.1.66 and it can be
modified. The multicast address to be changed must be a canonical multicast address.
The default Port Number of paging and intercom system is 5001 and it can be changed as well.
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9.2.2 DHCP server
Before activating DHCP services, please ensure there’s no other DHCP server running in your LAN,
otherwise there will be collision between servers.
Set the DHCP server network parameters and turn it on.

The DHCP clients which obtained IP addresses from the paging and intercom system DHCP server
will be listed on the right side of the page, in the DHCP Clients section.

9.3 Time Settings
System time is very important for the paging and intercom system, especially when the paging
and intercom system has been configured with scheduled PA tasks, then only if the system time is
correct, will scheduled PA tasks be handled properly. You may configure the MX500 SIP paging
and intercom system to synchronize time from a NTP server from the Internet or you may
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manually configure its time.
To configure MX500 to synchronize time from Internet NTP server, please click the
button.

You may set Time Zone and NTP Server to let the paging and intercom system synchronize time
from the NTP server. This is by default how the system time works.

Or you may manually configure the system time.

In the Set Current System Time field, you may manually input the date and time to set it as the
current System time or you may click on the

button to synchronize the current time

of your operating system. Then click on

button to save the manually set time to the

MX500 hardware.
Changing time settings requires system reboot, please ensure there’s no ongoing calls or
broadcast before you reboot.
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9.4 Upgrade
ZYCOO will update the MX500 firmware at regular intervals for new features and bug fixes. You
can visit our official website www.zycoo.com to check the updates for your paging and intercom
system. The downloaded firmware package should be in .rar or .zip format. Please extract the
package with WinRAR and you’ll get the firmware file named “uImage-md5.xxx” and a upgrade
instruction document.
On the System Settings->Upgrade page, the current firmware version and the last time when the
firmware was upgraded will be displayed on the firmware upgrade screen.

Before upgrading, you may refer to the given information and consider if a new firmware
upgrading is necessary.
To upgrade the firmware please click on the

button to locate the uImage-md5.xxx

file, the file extension “.xxx” should match your MX500 model, otherwise the upgrade will fail.
After the file is located, click on

button to upgrade. It will take you a few minutes to for

the paging and intercom system to complete the upgrading process.
Notice:
Firmware upgrade will cause the paging and intercom system restart and as a result all the phone
calls, broadcast will be terminated. So please make sure there’re no ongoing phone calls and
broadcast before you upgrade.
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9.5 Backup & Restore
Taking a backup on paging and intercom system is the same as when you create a recovery point
on your Windows system. By restoring the backup you can recover the paging and intercom
system configurations to the time point when it was still functioning well.
Normally the first backup should be taken when you have finished configuring the paging and
intercom system to work for the very first time. Also, when you have applied new changes to your
configuration is always a good time to take another backup.
On System Settings -> Backup & Restore page, you may click on the

button to take a

backup of your paging and intercom system when necessary. A backup file will be generated.

File name is generated according to the software version, date and exact time when the backup is
performed. You may click on
Or click on

button to download the backup to you operating system.

button to delete it from the paging and intercom system.

When you want to restore the backup, you may click on the

button. Restoring a backup

will cause the system reboot, so please make sure there are no active phone calls, live
announcements, scheduled PA and active intercom in the paging and intercom system before
restoring a backup.
If you are going to restore an offline backup (backup downloaded to your operating system)
please click on the

button.

Notice:
Backups will not be cleared after a system reset. So you may not need to download the backup to
your operating system. And after a system reset, you may go to the backup page to restore a
backup directly to recover your previous configurations.
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9.6 Diagnostics
9.6.1 Ping
The ping command is a very common method for troubleshooting the accessibility of devices. It
uses a series of Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) Echo messages to determine:


Whether a remote host is active or inactive.



The round-trip delay in communicating with the host.



Packet loss.

First specify the domain or IP of the host you want to contact then click on

button and

then the command begins to process. You will receive results output from the system indicating
the reachability of the destination.

9.6.2 Traceroute
The traceroute command is used to discover the routes that the packets actually taken when
traveling to their destination.
In the IP Address/Domain Name field specify the IP or domain name that you want to lookup and
click on

button to begin tracing.
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During the whole process each step will output in the Results field, you can view which routes the
packets have taken before reaching their final destination.

9.6.3 Ethernet Capture
Ethernet capture uses TCPDUMP which is a common pocket analyzer allows users to capture
TCP/IP and other packets being transmitted or received over a network to which the paging and
intercom system is attached. The captured packets can be downloaded from the paging and
intercom system and been analyzed on your Windows PC to display the SIP traffic details. It can
be used to debug a public address, intercom and phone call problems.
To capture the network traffic, you need to select the network interface according to on which
the paging and intercom system is working on. Then click on

button to start capturing the

network traffic.

Once the process begins, the Start button will change to Stop. At this moment, you should make
a call to recur the phone call problem or ensure some other problem had recurred so the
captured network traffic could content errors that are helpful for troubleshooting. Once done
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click on

button, and the captured network traffic will be automatically downloaded.

The downloaded file could be analyzed by Wireshark or you could send the file to ZYCOO support
team for help.

9.6.4 Channel Monitor
Channel Monitor, technically DAHDI Monitor allows you to monitor signal level on analog channel
and record the output to a file. Recorded audio files are by default raw signed linear PCM. You
can play it to the speaker to listen to the phone call signaling on the analog channel. Or you can
use a sounds editor to visual display the audio level at both the Rx (audio Received by Asterisk)
and Tx (audio Transmitted by Asterisk).
Usually Channel Monitor can be used to capture the caller ID signaling of an FXO channel. If you
are experiencing caller ID problem you can perform channel monitor on the FXO port and then
analyze the captured packets. If needed, you can send this file to ZYCOO support for help.
Before starting channel monitor, you need to select an FXO interface. Then click on

button

to capture signaling on the selected interface.

Once the process started the button will change to Stop. Now you should recur the problem by
making a call in through the selected interface and call on an IP phone extension. When the
extension started to ring the third time you may hangup and stop channel monitor by clicking on
button. As soon as the channel monitor stopped, the captured signaling will be
automatically downloaded.
If you have knowledge of how to analyze the files you may open them with some sound editors
like Wavepad, or you may send the file to ZYCOO support team for help.
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9.7 Reboot & Reset



Reboot

By clicking on the

button you may restart your MX500 from the web UI. Restart the

paging and intercom system will terminate all active phone calls, active live announcements,
active speed-dial PA, etc. please make sure there’re no phone calls, live announcements,
scheduled PA and speed-dial PA going on before restarting the paging and intercom system.


Reset

Click on

button and confirm with the popup dialog, reset process will begin. During the

reset process the paging and intercom system will restart and the whole process will take around
2 to 3mins for MX500.
Before resetting you may enable “I’d like to keep the network profiles” option, so after resetting
you may still access the paging and intercom system web UI from the same IP. If network profiles
had been reset, you’ll need to access the paging and intercom system via the default IP address.
WAN default IP: 192.168.1.100
LAN Default IP: 192.168.10.100
After resetting when you access the web UI, you choose to use backup file to restore the system
configurations, or to configure a fresh new paging and intercom system.
Notice:
Reset from web UI will clear all system configurations, except if you have enabled “I’d like to keep
the network profiles” option which will keep the network configurations.
Except configurations to be erased, user data will also be erased, including paging & intercom
logs, system logs, etc.
By default backups will be kept, so after resetting from web UI you may restore backup directly
from the paging and intercom system.
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10 External Lines
10.1 SIP Trunk
You may integrate your IPPBX system with MX500 Paging and Intercom system by SIP trunking, so
the IP phones of your IP PBX system can be used for both IP PBX phone calls and MX500 intercom
and public address.
There is no data on External Lines->SIP Trunk page by default. Please click the "Enable" button to
activate the SIP trunk.



Trunk Name: define a name for this SIP trunk.



Trunk Type: if this trunk is subjected to register to the other IPPBX, then please choose
Client Mode, otherwise please choose Server Mode.



Authentication: if the opponent doesn’t require a username and password for this account
to register to their server then you can disable this option.



Server: the IP address or domain of opponent IPPBX.



User Name: the user name provided by the IPPBX.



Password: the password provided by the IPPBX.
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Contact: Contact user to use in an outbound call request through this trunk.



Register Expiration: Expiration time of registration in seconds, default value is 3600(s).



Retry Interval: Once registration expired, retry interval is the number of seconds system will
wait before attempting to send another register request to the server.



Max Retry: Defines how many times Asterisk will attempt to register to the server before
permanently giving up.



Qualify: Cause the server sending a SIP OPTIONS command regularly to check that the
device is still online.



Client URI: Client SIP URI used when attempting outbound registration (e.g.
sip:1234567890@sip.example.com:5060).



Transport Protocol: Set the VoIP trunk to use UDP, TCP or TLS as the transport protocol, in
most cases UDP is the default transport protocol



Server URI: SIP URI of the server to register against (e.g. sip:sip.example.com:5060).



AOR Contact: Same format as Client URI.



Call Recording: Record all phone calls passing through this trunk.



From User: Username to use in “From” header for sending outbound call requests to this
trunk.



From Domain: Your service provider’s domain name.
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DTMF Mode: Used to inform the system how to detect the DTMF (Dual Tone Multi
Frequency) key press. Choices are inband, rfc4733, or info. By default we use RFC4733.



Prompts Language: the language of voice prompts to be played to the caller while calling in
through this trunk.

The Permitted Number lists numbers allowed calling in to the paging and intercom system
through the SIP trunk.
Click Add button to add a new permitted number.

From the example above, only extension 100 can be allowed calling in to the paging and intercom
system through the SIP trunk.

10.2 Telcom Lines
Telco lines can be used for users to make inbound call to deliver public address remotely from
mobile phones or fixed-line phones.

If you had installed FXO module on the MX500 SIP paging and intercom system, you can just
attach the telephone line to the FXO interface, the line will be detected by MX500, now you’ll be
able to call in. For advanced settings on the FXO interfaces, please click the
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button.



Name: specify the name of this telcom line.



Busy Detection: Enable busy tone detection, it is also possible to specify how many busy
tones to wait for before hanging up.



Busy Counts: Specify how many busy tones to wait for before hanging up, configurable only
if Busy Detection is enabled.



Answer Polarity Detection: When enabled, FXO (FXS signaled) ports watch for a polarity
reversal to mark when an outgoing call is answered by the remote party.



Hangup Polarity Detection: In certain countries, a polarity reversal is used to signal the
disconnection of a phone line. If enabled, the calls will be considered “hang up” on a
polarity reversal.



Prompts Language: You can choose a desired language of the system voice prompts to play
to the incoming calls from this trunk.



Input Volume: Sets the volume of the incoming calls from the FXO channels.



Output Volume: Sets the volume of the outgoing calls from the FXO channels.



Call Recording: To enable or disable call recording on the trunk/trunks. To enable recording
you have options to record inbound calls only, outbound calls only or both inbound and
outbound calls.
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Permitted Numbers table lists all the phone numbers that are allowed to call in to the paging and
intercom system through the Telcom lines, any other numbers are not allowed to call in.

10.3 Emergency Calls
On External Lines->Emergency Calls page, add the emergency numbers, and then you can dial
the emergency number through the SIP trunk or Telcom Lines by using the IP phone extensions.
The other numbers which are not added here will be not allowed to be dialed.



Number: the number allowed to be dialed through the Telcom or SIP lines. Numbers off the
list all not allowed to be dialed.



Description: description of this emergency number.



Trunks: select the lines to be used to dial this emergency number, the selected lines will be
used in the sequence of the selection.
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